
 
 

2 Professional Football Players Joined TokenStars 
 

TokenStars started to cooperate closely with the football industry, and the results are             

already on the plate: we signed a contract with João Klauss De Mello and Otávio               

Edmilson da Silva Monteiro. 

✓ First two professional football players signed a contract with TokenStars. 

✓ Otavio won Super Cup in 2018, and Klauss has already become a champion and              

top scorer of Finland. 

✓ TokenStars will provide marketing assistance for players and attract new          

sponsors. 

✓ Both footballers have a wide range of options for interaction with their fans,             

followers, and ACE & TEAM token holders. 

✓ Joao Klauss provided the first task in Bounty Fan Club. 

 

 

First signed football players 

 

Otávio Edmilson da Silva Monteiro, commonly known as Otávio is a Brazilian            

attacking midfielder, playing for FC Porto. With his team, Otávio became the Portuguese             
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https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/110


 

League champion and won the Super Cup in 2018. This season he appeared in 32 games                

(5 goals, 8 assists), while FC Porto ties the first place in the championship. 

 

 

João Klauss De Mello - LASK striker, champion and top scorer of Finland - recently               

joined TokenStars platform and he’s already holding his contest in the Bounty Fan Club.              

Klauss invited our users to create a LASK match preview with his photo and compete for                

a reward of 20,000 TEAM tokens. It’s not only the chance for contestants to show their                

creativity but also to cooperate more closely with a great footballer - Klauss will choose               

the winner of this bounty campaign and post the best picture on his Instagram. 

 

 

 

We’re creating new opportunities for players to attract fans and grow their influencing             

potential. Both Otávio and Klauss will run exclusive activities with their fans on the              

TokenStars platform and cooperate more closely with ACE and TEAM token holders. 
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https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/95
https://www.instagram.com/joaoklauss07/


 

Klauss created his fan club 
 
Bounty Fan Club provides players with a wide range of new tools to interact with their                

fans and create their own fan clubs on TokenStars platform. The first to use this               

opportunity was Klauss - shortly after the launch of the new module he provided FC               

LASK fans and TokenStars users with a special contest. 

 

Joao asked participants to create a match-preview poster, which had to include his             

photo and TokenStars logo on it. Klauss chose the winner and posted the picture on his                

Instagram on April, 6. The author of the poster received 20,000 TEAMs reward             

(approximately $100).  
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https://tokenstars.com/bounty
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bv7MWzqFaWH/
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